271. The Governor appointed him convenor of the organization.
A. SVOC  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

272. These spiders are dangerous.
A. SVOA  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

273. A kind of paste that protects the sensitive tissues.
A. SVOA  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

274. The pilgrims started before sunrise.
A. SVOA  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

275. The ambulance came in ten minutes.
A. SVOA  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

276. They built a bridge across the river.
A. SVOA  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

Identify the sentence pattern:
277. We should save rainwater.
A. OVS  B. VOS  C. SVO  D. SOV

278. Akbar showed the way.
A. OVS  B. VOS  C. SVO  D. SOV

279. Shobana consulted a doctor yesterday.
A. OVS  B. VOS  C. SVO  D. ASVO

280. India got independence in 1947.
A. OVS  B. VOS  C. SVO  D. SOV

Find out the words which mean the following:
247. A sense of responsibility ______ 248. Payment for use ______
A. commitment  B. commit  C. congratulate  D. advancement

249. Things that come first in importance ______
A. must  B. clever  C. priority  D. possible

50. Retaining the information from the website ______
A. website  B. web address  C. upload  D. download

Find the antonyms of the following words:
252. boundless ______ 253. virtual ______
A. limited  B. definite  C. connected  D. real

254. risky ______
A. hazardous  B. safe  C. dangerous  D. healthy

255. previous ______
A. earlier  B. past  C. next  D. coming

Fill in the blanks choosing the correct alternative:
257. I go home madam? ______
A. may  B. will  C. did  D. is

258. you mind opening the window? ______
A. may  B. will  C. would  D. had

259. I swim in the season. ______
A. may  B. will  C. have  D. can

260. You obey the orders. ______
A. may  B. will  C. must  D. can

261. When I was young I walk ten kilometers non-stop. ______
A. may  B. will  C. must  D. can

262. I use your telephone directory? ______
A. may  B. shall  C. must  D. had

Select the correct sentence pattern of the following:
263. you give me some hot water? ______
A. can  B. shall  C. must  D. had

264. We rather play tennis than stay at home. ______
A. would  B. shall  C. must  D. had

265. Don’t worry I help you. ______
A. will  B. shall  C. must  D. had

266. It is cloudy. It rain soon. ______
A. may  B. shall  C. must  D. could

Select the correct sentence pattern of the following:
267. They built a bridge across the river.
A. SVOA  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

268. A fierce-looking dog barked loudly.
A. SVOA  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

269. Our class teacher told us story.
A. SVOA  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

270. The pilgrims started before sunrise.
A. SVOA  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC

271. The Governor appointed him convenor of the organization.
A. SVOC  B. SVIDO  C. SVO  D. SVC